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lay drew to a close the tragedy so overwhelmed me that
must die There was no acting then The dagger drove
into my breast, Romeo and I alike were smeared with
blood Ben Greet, livid with anger, shouted at me, but
I was too dazed to hear Even these warnings did not
teach me the lesson which I had to learn from them
Not till I played in Masefield's "Nan" and was the
victim once again of the same intensity of emotion, did
it become at last clear to me that I had the most difficult
part of acting yet to learn
There in the last act of "Nan" I stand, with the sound
of the tide coming up the Severn "out of the wells of the
sea" ready to plunge the knife into Dick's body and
drown myself in the tide I would stand in the wings
when the scene was over, trembling and shuddering at
the sinister force which drove me to plunge the knife
into the body of that poor, spongy, greedy lover of mine
There in the wings of the stage I learned to under-
stand that passions so intense as these are the raw
materials out of which the actress must weave her art
She must not seek either to avoid or allay them—
fearful though they be, she must learn to use them for
what they are the terrible instrument of tragic drama
Yet how hard is the task1 I learned it very slowly, and
even when, many years later, I played "The Witch,"
there were still some who were apt to find my tragic
moments too much for their nerves J D Bevcndge,
when playing with me in "The Witch," threw up the
part because, he said, in the scene m which I had to
wish him dead he felt that he had to die when I looked
nght into his eyes He was disinclined, he said, to sacri-
fice his life to my art1 Claude King took his place and,
sturdy and stout-hearted as he was, used to say "You
need not look at me like that when you wikh me dead
It's so uncomfortable for all of us "
I have heard some artists say that art is an affair of
the emotions only, and the less the intelligence has to do
with it the better If, as the ancients held, the liver is the
seat of the emotions, those who talk like that must have

